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Specifications: 
 

Trainee tables HT-320TAB 

Tables 

2-seater trainee table in completely knock down conditions with an overall size 

1800mm[width] X 600mm[depth] X 750mm[height] that is to be assembled at 

site. made up of 25mm thick post-laminated particle board of grade II of IS 

12823 with approved 01mm thick laminate and finish as per approved shade 

The tabletop profile in rectangle shape and the edges sealed with 2mm thick, thin 

strip of impermeable PVC that is cut to fit the size of board panel and duly pasted 

with the assistance of edge banding machine at 200 degree Celsius The worktop 

enclosed with wire manager cap for power connection provision. The tabletop 

supported on CRCA rectangle pipe having cross-section area cross-section area 

40mm X 20mm duly powder coated & fixed storage unit. The table clad with 

modesty panel which provide structural support for the table. It 1mm thick made 

up of high yield strength CRCA sheet of grade 'D' confirming to IS:513 duly 

perforated connected with both ends. The table under-structure shall have metal 

base loop legs having cross-sectional area 60mm X 30mm. There PPCP shoe 

provided at the base to avoid scratches on the floor, A fixed storage provided 

with an overall size 400mm X 580mm X 725mm. The storage made up of post-

laminated particle board of grade II of IS 12823. Pedestal side, back, top facia 

18mm thick. The storage shall have 2 nos. of soft closing openable hinged 

shutters with operated by concealed crank hinge and SS handle. Storage shall 

have facility of 06 module electric plate with two stiches and two socket at left 

side and three module electric plate with one socket and one switch at right side. 
The storage shall have provisions to keep all the wires hidden. 
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